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ABSTRACT

A brief discussion is given of _he physical nature of sonic booms,

and other t_pulsive noises, and the parameters, such as over-pressure,
duration, and mechanical impulsej which are used to characterize booms.

This is followed by an overview of the response of structures - - par°

ticularly buildings -- _o sonic booms and a rev[ew of the damage history

observed due to supersonic overflights. The report coscludes with a
summary of the observed effects of impulsive noise on terrain and
natural structures.



Effects of Sonic Booms and Other Impulsive Noises on Property

i. Introduction

Impulsive noise has its origin in transient events such as explo-
sions and the passage of aircraft in supersonic flight. In both of

tbese examples, the events cause intense shock waves that are per-

ceived as one or more abrupt rises in sound pressure. In this section,
the effects of impulsive noise will be discussed in terms of sonic

• booms generated by supersonic aircraft. However, if the appropriate

parameters are known, the discussion is also applicable =o explosions
and other impulsive noise sources.

Much of the data on the effects of sonic booms comes from a com-

prehensive series of observations carried out by the Federal government.
Three of the series were ohservaclons at cities in the Midwest. The

cities, dates, and total number of overflights producing booms were as
follows: St. Louis (1961-62), 150; Oklahoma City (1964), 1253;

Chicago (1965), 49. Another series of experiments was carried out at
Edwards Air Force Base in California (1966). Many of the results

summarized in the following are drawn directly from tbe report of the
Sonic Boom Panel (of the International Civil Aviation Organizatlon-ICAO)
which included data from the four series of tests.

2 . Nature of Sonic Booms and Other Impulsive Noises

The passage of an aircraft whose speed is greater than the local

speed of sound in the atmosphere generates an impulsive noise called a
sonic boom. The boom is observed at ground level as a succession of

two sharp bangs, separated by a short time interval. Different parts
of such an aircraft radiate strong pressure wav0s in the air that grow

into shocks. Far from the plane these coalesce into a bow (leading)

shock and a Lrailing shock. The two shocks form cones in the atmos-

phere that intersect the earth's surface in hyperbolas. These inter-
sections trace out a path called "the boom carpet". In a typical

operation, an aircraft climbs subsonically to an altitude at which it

accelerates to supersonic speed and first generates a boom. The boom
follows in the wake of the aircraft until it decelerates co subsonic

speeds. Thus the "boom carpet" stretches from the region at which
the plane accelerates to supersonic operation to the region where it

decelerates to subsonic speed. The length of a "boom carpet" may be
thousands of miles, it should be emphasized that sonic booms occur

in the wake of a supersonic aircraft at all times that it travels

faster than the speed of sound, not only at the instant when the air-
craft passes from a subsonic to a supersonic speed.
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At a transducer on the earth's surface, the passase of a sonic

boom is registered as an abrupt increase in pressure at the how shock

to a peak value greater than ambient called the over-pressure. The

sound pressure then falls below ambien_ to a value called the under-
pressure. There is then an abrupt rise in pressure back to ambient

as the trailing shock passes, This change of pressure wlth time is

called the _'boom slgna_ure'*. The over-pressure _ is roughly equal
to the under-pressure. The wavofo_s of the sonic boom's sound pres-

sure is often observed to be an almost ideal N-wave of peak pressure

Z (see Figure l). In such an N-wave the pressure Jumps to a peak

value _, falls linearly (with time) to a nesatlve value of the same

masnitude, and then jumps back to the ambient atmospheric p_essure,
The peaks are separated by an interval of time _.

The letenslty of a sonic boom at the earth's surface and the

width of the "boom carpet" that it traces are dependent on atmos-

pheric conditions and airplane characteristics. The volume_ weight,

length, lift characteristics, altitude and Mach number of the air-
craft affec_ both the amplitude and duration of the boom. Outside

of the carpet the passage of the aircraft is heard only as a low-
pitched rumble.

A convenient measure, for dlscussln8 _he effects of sonic booms,

is the number of boom-person exposures -- the experience of one sonic

boom by one person. It is used as a measure of the number of times

a sonic boom is experienced, either on dlfferent occasions by the
same recipient, or on the same occasion by dlfferenr recipients.

A useful survey of sonic boom theory may be found in an article

by Hayes (i).*

3, Parameters Govereln_ Response of Structures to Impulsive Noise

When the effects of sonic boom on structures are belng considered

it is useful to characterize booms by one or more of the followin K

parameters;

i. The over-pressure, _.

2. The time interval between shocks, _.

3. The maximum mechanical impulse, _. This is the time inresral
of the boom sisnature when the pressure is Kreater than ambient.

' In an ideal N-wave, the maximum impulse is simply I = PT/&.

i

_Numbers in parentheses refer to papers and reports listed in
Sec. 6 References.
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A sonic boom with an over-pressure of I00 newtons/m 2 (or about

2 Ib/ft 2) is typical of signatures generated along the center line of
the "boom carpet" by a supersonic bomber (or SST) cruising at 60,000

feet and a speed of Math 2. In this example the width of the "boom

carpet" would be approximately 90 nautical miles, and the interval
between shocks would be about 300 milliseconds.

Although a sonic boom is beard as two sbarp bangs, most of the

mechanical energy that it carries is contained in a band of very low
frequencles well below the threshold of audibility. When the energy

of a boom is analyzed into frequency components or bands, the component

with most energy is close to a frequency equal to I/_. For a boom with
equal to 250 milliseconds, this frequency is less than 5 hertz.

Host of the energy of the boom is carried in this band below 5 hertz.

_--_ The impulse from a sonic boom sets the components of a structure,
t,' for example the windows of a building, into vibration. If the natural

j time period of vibration of the component is approximately equal to the

, interval, _, of the boom, the response of the component will be rela-
• tlvely large. The response can be complex but it is useful to compare
: the actual component to a simple, one-dimenslonal oscillator. Such a

simple system has a response governed by the maximum impulse, _, and

by the peak pressure _. We might expect that:

I. If the vibrational period of the component is greater than _,

then the vibrational response will be governed by the impulse _.

2. If the period is less than _, then the response will be governed

by the peak pressure, _.

3. _len the vibrational period and _ are approximately equal
(resonance), the response will be relatively large but limited

by internal friction in the component.

It follows that the response of a particular structure to sonic

booms will be highly variable among structures and unpredictable, owing
to the factors cited above. But the response of a large collection of
structures -- e.g., the buildings in a community -- will be fairly pre-

dictable in statistical terms. The variable factors will average out

to a considerable degree. This suggests a statistical approach to the
problem. For example, the number of validated damage claims per million

boom-object exposures might be correlated against the peak pressure of
the sonic boom.

Figure 2 presents a current view of the nature of the sonic boom-

induced dmnage problem in statistical terms. The right hand curve shows
how structural damage may be e×pected Co increase with the over-pressure

of specific sonic booms, However, for a given overflight, the soni<.

booms in a cofmuunlty show a spread about a nominal characteristic peak
pressure due to atmospheric effects, e_c. Thus even when the nominal

value of the peak pressure is well below the threshold value for no dam-
age, there will be some few actual booms -- represented by the upper end

of _he bell-shaped curve -- that overlap into the damage range. This
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implies tha_ the damage threshold (net shown on the Figure) in terms

of nominal peek pressure would be much lower than it is in terms of

actual peak pressure. This is relevant co conmunity damage claims
for which only the nominal peak pressure -- if anything -- is cited.

4. Response of Structures to Sonic Booms

General. Sonic booms can induce transient vibrations in various

types of structure, The manner in which a Kiven s_ructure vibrates is
basically the result of the pressure signature distributed over the

entire structure. The structural response will depend on the structure's
location, size, shape, type of construcclon, manner of assembly, and
state of maintenance, and on the special form of the sonic boom's pres-

sure signature and its variation over the structure. The frequency-
response characteristic of the structure will also have a major influ-

ence. Seismic transmission -- vibrational energy transmitted throu@h

the earth -- may also play a minor role in exciting the vibrations.

It appears that the structures most susceptible to sonic boom loads
are buildings, be they residenclal_ public, commercial, etc. By and

large, the damage caused by sonic booms will be confined to brittle

secondary s_ructures, such as window glass and plaster. There is_ how-
ever_ an exceedlngly small (but non-zero) probability of a greatly man-

hilled boom strlkln B a building whose primary structure is expectlonally
weak or faulty (near the and of its "llfe_ime"). In the case of ex-
tenslve overland fllgh_s by supersonic transport alreraft, rare Inst-

ances of structural collapse from this cause can be e×pected.

Representative indoor peak dlsplacemen_ amplitudes are O.g mm
(0,032 in.) for on exterior wall of a wood frame residence structure

and O.5 mm _0.02 in.) for windows, at boom peak pressures of 108 N/m 2
(2.25 Ib/f_z). Deflections of this order and larger are observable in

large place glass windows under buffeting by moderate winds. This is

not surprising, since the oi=ed pressure could be produced locally by
the impac= of a 48 km/hr (26 knot) gust, although with a much differ-
ant wavnform.

Modern Structures and Components. A single sonic boom with an
over-{ressurs of lOOnew_ons/m 2 at ground level causes little or no
damage to modern residential buildings, other than to brittle secondary

structures such as window glass and plaster. This result was amp[y
demonstrated in the series of tests made by the Federal Government on

the effects of sonic booms produced by supnrsonlc aircraft flights.
The most useful tests with instrumented and monitored structures are

probably those conducted at Edwards Air Force Base in California (2)
during 1966 to determine the response of "typical" house structures.
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Tile structural response portion of the Edwards experimsnL was

designed to meet the following objectives:

I. Determine the r_sponse or reaction of structures to sonic booms

generated by XB-70, B-58, and F-104 aircraft.

2. Investigate any damage resulting from tbese sonic booms.

3. Develop a means of predicting structural responss and possible

damage from sonic booms generated by any supersonic aircraft

(SST) based on data from aircraft used in the experiment.

With ghese objectives in mind, two test }louse structures and a

bowling alley at Edwards Air Force Base and a two-story frame house
structure in LancasEer_ California, were instrumented.

The analysis of structural response data led to the following
findings:

I. Sonic booms from large aircraft such as the XB-70 and an SST

will affect a greater range of structural elements (those elements

responsive to frequencies below 5 hertz) than will sonic booms
from smaller aircraft such as the B-58 and F-lO4.

2. No damage that could be attributed to sonic booms was observed
in the test structures during these experiments.

3. Three reports were recelved of glass damage co non-monltored
structures at Edwards Air Force Base that could be attributed

to sonic booms.

Similarly, instrumented tests conducted at tbe White Sands Missile

Range, New _lexico, and at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, in 1964 showed thee
damage was limited to Ebe cracking of plaster and the breaking of window

glass (3).

British experience has largely substantiated the U.S. findings.
Measurements of the sonic boom from the Concorde when flying at an altl-

tude of 45,000 feet at Math 1.3 showed characteristic over-pressures of
llO newtons/m 2. The series of flishts of tileConcorde along the west

coast of the United Kingdom showed that booms of such over-pressures

would at most result in damage to plaster and window glass.

Most tests of the effects of sonic booms on structures have been

made by the use of aircraft at level supersonic flighE at high altitudes
creetimg booms with over-pressures of the order of 50 to 250 newtons/m 2

(l to 5 ib/ft2). In chat range of pressures there is little evidence
of damage to modern residential buildings, except to plaster and window

glass, and the probability that well-lnstalled modern glass will frac-

ture at such over-pressures in very low indeed (4).

I
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However, booms from supersonic aircraft maneuvering at low alti-
tudes have caused serious damage to structures, A well-documented

example is the extensive damage to a new airport terminal at Ottawa,
Canada_ in 1919 when a subsonic jet fighter at 500 feet over the con-

trol tower accidentally went supersonic for a brief time (5). Damage,
mostly to window glass, was estimated at $300,000. A similar incident

caused eKtensive damage to window glass at the U.S. Air Force Academy
on 31 May 1968.

One is led to the conclusion that the only structural material
of importance fractured by sonic booms is glass. This conclusion is

of great importance even though there seems little possibility of

window glass fracturing under the impact of a boom with over-pressure
in _he range 50-250 newtons/m 2. Many high-rise modern buildings have

facades that are as much as 80 percent glass, and an accidental boom

such as that at Ottawa would have a catastrophic effect. It is not
necessary to dwell on such improbable accidents, however, and instead

we shall try to understand whether or not a large supersonic aircraft
in its scheduled operations might cause window glass along the "boom
carpet" to fracture.

Controlled tests such as those made by Parrott (6) have demon-

strated that window glass will be shattered by sonic booms only when
the over-pressures exceed 1000 newtons/m 2 (20 Ib/ft2). This limit is

a factor of 10 larger than expected boom over-pressures from super-

sonic planes cruising at high altitudes. In general, glass in modern
buildings is specified so that it will withstand wind pressures antic-

ipatsd in a given locality. For example, glass in the new Sears
Building in Cblcago will withstand pressures of 3000 newtons/m 2

(60 ib/ftg). On an average, glass windows are now installed so that

they will withstand wind pressures of 3500-4000 newtons/m 2 (70-80
ib/ft2). One would therefore expect that in a large city there would

he windows meeting these modern design standards and windows that would

shatter under pressures much less than those pressures, but greater
9

than a lower limit of 1000 newtons/m-. The question that we must there-

fore answer is whether a supersonic aircraft in its scheduled operations

would ever generate booms with over-pressures at ground level greater
than 1000 newtons/m 2.

Extensive measurements have been made of the variation in sonic

boom signatures caused by atmospheric effects (7,8). The results sup-
port tbe conclusion that magnification of the over-pressure and the

impulse generated by a supersonic plane in level flight at high alti-
tudes is at most of the order of 3.

Another pbenomenon that leads to a magnification of boom pres- .
sure occurs when an aircraft accelerates from subsonic speed. The -
boom generated by the plane during the transition results from a

focussing effect, and may be much greater than that associated wi_h

.g.



the plane in level supersonic fli@ht. St,cl_a ho,,_ is called a "focussed
boom" or a "_uperb_dm". IL differs from th_ boom associated with crui_.

ins supersonic flight in that it does not move with the plane and its

impact is felt only within a Narrow crescent several hundred meters wide.
The focussing that we have described is caused by acceleration and the

resulting boom called an "acceleration superboom". Turning maneuvering

and atmosptleric refraction can also cause focussing, and _ resulting
ma_nification of the over-pressure.

Focus factors of the order of I0 have been reported in French

field tests, Operation Jsricbo, and Pierce has made a study to deter-
mine whether such factors are reasonable (9). Pierce tentatively came

to the conclusion that a factor of 7 seems more likely. In the design

of the Boeing BST_ it was anticipated that focussed booms with over-

pressures as high as 750 newtons/m 2 could occur during transonic accel-

eration as compared with the predicted over-pressure of 100 newtons/m 2
for the SST in level supersonic flight (I0).

A third phenomenon that leads Co magnification of over-pressures
is vibrational resonance within structures. These resonances may be
of _wo kinds: those associated with vibrations in structural members

such as beams and those associated with enclosed volumes such as rooms

coupled with the exterior by windows and co the interior by doors. The
second is of immediate interest. The first we shall consider briefly

in a laC_r paragraph.

A room coupled _o the e_terlor by an open window and having an
open door |sadie B to another room will behave as a Helmholtz resonator.

If an impulsive noise such as a sonic boom is incYdent on one of the
open windows, one would anticipate that the maximum over-pressure mess-

ured wichin the room mighc be magnlfled by some factor, Such resonances
have been studied by Koopman and Pollard (ll), Pret|ove (12), and

Mayas and Newman (13), From this work it seems plsusible that a mag-

nification factor of 2 might be brought about by room resonances.
Thls conclusion can be contrasted with reported resonance magnifica-

tions of I0 obtained by French scientists in field tests in rooms

wlth open windows. It might be added, however, that room resonances
are in practice phsnom_ns associated wlth rum;|floated, coupled systems,
and s definitive answer awaits further study,

A fourth phenomenon that might CONtribute =o the magnification
of a sonic boom is thaC associated with reflection from a rigid sur-

face. A single refleccion from a rigid surface can cause a doubling

of che boom over-pressure. Double reflections by two intersectlng

surfaces can quadruple the boom pressure, glutsky and Arnold investi-
gated this effect and found that a rigid fence did indeed cause such

a doubling (14),
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It seems highly improbable that all of these factors would come

into play at the same time, but it does seem possible that magnifica-
tlon factors of 20 could occur. Such occurrences would be unusual

and most likely limited in geographical extent. The relative import-
ance of such effects is still uncertain.

Most of the energy in a sonic boom is associated with spectral
components of the order of 5 hertz or less, and it might be expected

that strong structural resonances would be found in large buildings
with resonances iN that region, Such responses of large buildings to

sonic booms have apparently not been studied, and the usual conclusion

is that such structures are damped enough to inhibit the build-up of
vibrations initiated by impulsive sources, The British studies re-

ported by Newbury (15) showed that structural vibrations could indeed

build up under the influence of sonic booms_ and hence cast some doubt
on that argument. One of the few large structures that might be

damaged by a sonic boom is a long roof lightly attached to the main
frame of a building.

The ICAO Sonic teem Panel has studied the results of several

series of tests (16), Their summary of physical and financial damage

to buildings is as follows.

Although many laboratory studies on building components are cur-

rently in progress, very little well-documented information from
systematic studies has been reported. Indications to date are that

plate glass windows of 6 mm (0.25 in.) thickness and 2.1 m by 3.6 m
(7 ft by 12 ft) dimensions have successfully withstood repeated simu-

lated sonic boom lea@legs with a peak pressure of up to about 960
nswtoNs/m 2 (20 Ib/ft ), Such windows were mounted with the care re-

quired in normal mounting with commercial frames, mullions and re-
tainer clips,

Studies involving flights of aircraft over instrumented and mon-

itored structures have been completed for a number of residential and
commercial building structures, and for a variety of window conflgura-

tions° Window experiments which involved conventional residential-

type sashes and pane dimensions of 0.3 m by 0.3 m (l ft by I ft) and

0.9 m by 0,9 m (3 ft by 3 ft) showed no observable damage at nominal

peak pressures up to 144 newtons/m 2 ( 3 Ib/ft 2) from high altitude
flights and at peak pressures of about 960 newtons/m 2 (20 Ib/ft 2) from

low altitude flights.

Building structures located at Wallops Station, Virginia; St. Louis,

Hissouri; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; and Edwards Air Force gase, California,
were closely monitored during about 2000 supersonic overflights. No

damage to wlndews, to wall plaster and so forth was observed due to nom-

Inal peak pressures that were as high as 288 newtoNs/m 2 (6 ib/ft 2 is
the Edwards tests. A similar negative result has been reported in very
recent tests conducted in Sweden extending to much higher peak pressures.
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In the U. S. A, buildings, preliminary engineering surveys were made
to determlne the initial condition of the buildings. Those surveys

indicated the existence of several hundreds of plaster and paint

cracks, some of which increased in length during the test period. It
was not clear whether the observed extension of ths cracks was greater

than could have been expected as a result of the temperature and

humidity variations during the same period.

In a special experiment at White Sands, New Hexloo, involving

about 1200 supersonic flights over 20 different types of residential

and commercial structures, no damage of any kind was observed up to
nominal peak pressures of 158 newtons/m 2 (3.3 Ib/ft2).

Heasured vibrational accelerations and displacements in all mon-
itored structures indlcate that such occurrences as door closing, door

slamming, and pedestrian traffic create accelerations in the structure
of the same order of magnitude as those measured due to sonic booms.

In addition to the statistical nature of glass breakage, some

inconsistency between laboratory and community data will undoubtedly
exist due to the willingness of claims adjusters to allow small claims

rather than pursue the investigation to proof of damags cause.

During controlled flight programs (but with unmonitored building
structures) at Oklahoma City; Edwards, California; Chicago, Illinois;

and St. Louis, Hissouri, many reports were received of building damage
to both commercial and residential structures. The nominal peak pres-

sure values differed from program to program and, among _he programs,
covered the range from approximately 48 newtons/m 2 tO 154 newtons/m 2

(l.0 to 3.2 Ib/ft2). As an illustration of the type of damage reported_
the following information is presented from an analysis of =he complaint

reports in the St. Louis area. The median peak pressure appears to
have been of the order of 86 nswtons/m 2 (1.8 Ib/ft2) and =he dls_ribu-

tion by frequency of occurrence (in percont) of adjudged valid claims

for category of damaged elements is as follows:

Percent

Glass .......... 37

Plaster only ...... 22

Glass and plaster .... ii

Bric-a-brac ...... 18.5

Tiles and fixtures . . . 7.5

Other structural damage. 4
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TABLE I - SONIC BOON DAFtAGE DATA

Hed lan I_ooln-

p_tak ovcr- i_el_8_)n
_l_tro o Tc_t Ill ._S [ir_s_uro ox- N_lmber Number NL_I_ r Value

. pc)litan nw.r- i_tlsllre._ c_f corn- of claims of clailn_ _f c|olm_
I_onm da_es i_pt_la_lon flights N/ll_2 lb/t_ _ Onill[o0s) p]ail_s fllod paid i_aLd

SC'. Louts_ |961-_2 ...... _2,6OO,OOn 150 _6 1.8 39_),11 5_0OII ],_24 825 $5A_48

Oklahoma Cl_y_ 1964 ..... _ 512,O00 1_253 5_ 1.2 642,0 15_452 4_901 2_9 123,O1_1

Chicago, 196_ ........... 6,221 ION0 _9 _ 1._ 304.5 7_116 2,964 1,_42 11t,,7_3

' _ 1,76 1,336°5 27,5_)_ 9,489 2_55_ $296_l_72r_al ........... 9,333,000 1,452 ._ I _/+

_locropoli_a_l ar_a as giwl_ in National C_ogral_hic A_las, 1963 edition, rotlnd_J olf to nearest _hougand _l_ulacion.

Crca_er S_o LL_I_ [_opL_a_lon affected by bc_Omo

_1" Averago,

TABLE 2°-ANAI.YS_S OF SONIC BOON NAHAGE DATA
i

C_)mpla incs Claims p_r Paid-oLl_ Paid-out

per million ruillf_)n claim,s per d_mage [_er
8PE BPE million BPE r_ll]h_n SPE

So° Loui_ .............................................. 12°_ 4.16 2,11 $15!

O1_1_om_ City .......................................... 24.1 7°{_3 .45 192

Chicago ................................................ 23.4 9.75 4.74 377

WelghCed avora_ ................................ 20,6 7. I0 1.91 $ 222
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Engineering evaluations were made of a portion of the complaints
received and it was judged by competent engineers and architects that
about one-third of the alleged-damage incidents were valid. The yell-

dated complaints included those where the sonic boom was interpreted
as a possible triggering mechanism in the presence of other factors
affecting structural integrity.

Financial Damage to Buildln_s. In the foregoing, the physical
nature of the sonic boom damage problem has been brought out. Another
measure of the extent of damage is the number of claims filed. In

this connection Concords 0el carried out 43 supersonic flights over
France under conditions different from expected commercial flight

operations in that, for example, a great number of focused booms were

generated during maneuvers at supersonic speed. Furthermore, during
these flights 27 focused booms due to transonic acceleration reached

the ground. For 40 million boom-person exposures (BPE) 56 claims were

lodged and are presently being processed. The financial settlement
of claims judged to be justified is at present unknown.

In the last decade, millnary aircraft have logged several hundred

thousand hours of supersonic flight training time over the conninental
United States. Damage ¢lalms from such training operations arise from

,. peak pressures that occasionally range as high as 4_00 newtons/m 2
(100 ib/ft2). Of all the paid claims 65 percent were for glass and

18 percent were for plaster damage.

Tests in three cities -- St. Louis (1961-1962), Oklahoma City

(1964) and Chicago (1_965) -- account for the overwhelming bulk of nhe

systematic study of boom-person exposures in published reports to date.

The data on boom-person exposures, numbers of tomplalnts_ claims filed,
and finally value of damages awarded are given in Table i. The data

are analyzed and reduced on the basis of boom-person exposures (BPE)
in Table 2. But perhaps the moat useful yardstick of structural dam-

age is the amount of money paid out in settlement of damage claims per

million boom-person exposures in these three highly publicized tests.
For the circumstances and cities of these surveys this averages to

about $220 per million boom-person exposures.

Care must be taken in applying the above estimate of damage costs

per million boom-person exposures in other contexts; for example_ at
other average boom intensities. The samples of costs underlying the

estimate vary by more than a factor of two; thus no consistent pattern
of costs among the cities has emerged. (Errors in consistency in esti-

mating the population affected in the different cities may be a factor.)

Also structural damage susceptibility, varying building codes, repair

costs, reimbursement policies (whether lenient Or strict), all probably
vary widely among cities and countries.
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Concludio_ Remarks, Laboratory and controlled overflight experi-
ments with monitored structures were generally negative as regards sonic

boom damage from peak pressures up to 960 newtons/m 2 (20 ib/ft2); there

wes some extension of plaster and paint cracks. Controlled overflights
with unmonltored structures subjected to a range of nominal peak pres-

sures from about 48 to 154 newtons/m 2 (l to 3.2 ib/ft2) resulted in

damage claims, predominantly for glass, of the order of one per I00,000

population per flight, i.e., i00,000 boom-person exposures, with about
one in three being judged valid. Such clalms-per-exposure statistics,

while useful as rules of thumb, cannot begin to'adeq.ately reflect
the srrucmJral variables needed to predict response in now situations.

Plight test series in Oklahoma City, Chicago and St. Louis le-

sulted in over 109 boom-person exposures. The associated property dam-

age res,llted in paid-out claims averaging about $220 per million Doom-
person exposures. However, the payment criteria were different in

Oklahoma City, Chicago and St. Louis and numerous small claims were

paid without investigation or inspectlon. On the average, frequency
of paid claims for glass damage far exceeded that for plaster damage,

Presrrsssing_ stress concentrations and faulty material often
found in structures are considered to account for part of the differ-

ence between the results of the two sets of experiments. Another part
of the dlfference is attrlhured to random modifications of the booms,

. as discussed in connection with Figure 2. The remainder is considered
to arise from the prior history of the unmonltored structures. A

[ structure may accumulate damage (often not visible) from vibration,
weathering, aging, etc., which eventually terminates its life. The

sonic boom could be another such contributor, and Invislhle damage
could he considered to accumulate with repeated exposure_ An uncer°

talnty Chat the sonic boom poses is how it compares in its effect with

the effects due to the existing environment. Visible damage from a

sonic boom, when it occurs, will depend in part on how much of the life-
time of the structure has already been consumed.

Historical Buildlns _. Historloal and archeologlcal structures
are examples of man-made buildings that have aged. In order to deter-
mine the effects of sonic booms on historical structures, part of

Exercise Trafalgar was devoted to studies of the effect of sonic boo_s

on ancient buildings. This exercise was a series of supersonic test
flights for the Brltish-assembled Concords 002 along the west coast of

the United Kingdom.

The possible effect of sonic booms on cathedrals was studied by

comparing the vlbratlonal responses likely to be induced by sonlc booms

typical of the Concords overflights with those induced by the existing
environment. Small explosive charges were used to simulate the sonic

bangs. Warren (I0) has reported that _he results show the sonic boom

is a slgnlflcanc addition to the existing envlronment for many parts of
the fabric of a cathedral. However, the level of vibration induced
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would still be well below the level that would cause instantaneous

damage, He concluded that the problem becomes one of attempting co

assess the long-term effect of repeated booms,

The results of the British studies on historical structures
accords well the the statement of the Sonic Boom Panel of the
International Civil Aviation Organization (16):

"The notion of e 'lifetime' of a given structure may throw

further light on the problem of sonlc-boom induced damage. This

is e new concept that is not yet commonly used by building
engineers. Every structure accumulates damage (much of it not

visible) from a variety of environmental conditions: wind loads,

mechanically induced vibrationsj temperature and humidity changes,
weathering, general aging, ecc, This may eventually terminate its
llfe. Cumulative damage may therefore be referred to in a context

approximating structural fatigue, The likelihood of visible damage

owing to a sonic boom _hus depends upon how far the structure is
along its lifetime.

'_ structure or structural element near the end of its life-

time would have a lowered threshold for damage and conversely.

That is to say_ the stress that will break a structural element
is not invariable with time, but varies during its lifetime."

There have been no controlled experiments of the effect of sonic

booms on archeological or natural structures. The extent of our know-

ledge is limited to information received by the National Park Service.

In 1967, the Service reported (17) the following parks had reportedly
been damaged by sonic booms:

i, Canyon de Chelly National Monument, Arizona. Prehistoric

cliff dwellings in Canyon de Muerto were damaged on I August
1966 by fall of overhanging cliffs immediately after a sonic

boom. In alIj 83 such booms ware noted over the monument.

Booms from low flying aircraft caused ground vibrations that

could be felt.

2, Bryce Canyon National Park, Utah. From November 2, 1965 to

February 23, 1967, 15 sonic booms were recorded. On 12
October 1966, three booms were followed by the fall of 10-15

tons of earth and rock from a formation along the Navajo Loop
Trail.

3, Mesa Verde National Perk, Colorado. Daily booms rattled

windows and lighting fixtures in administration buildisgs but

no damage was reported is Mesa Verde Cliff dwellings. _

t
i
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5. Effect of Impulsive Noise on Terrain and Natural Structures

Earth Surfaces. Sonic booms apply moving loads to the earth's

surface. On land there are two major effects. One is the "static"
deformation which travels with the surface load, and the second is a

train of Rayleigh surface waves which travel at a different speed. The
former is always the larger effect. The maximum ground motion recorded

in tests is about 100 times the largest seismic noise background, but

is still less than one percent of the _ccepted se{smic damage threshold

for residential structures (18). The tests showed further that peak
particle veloc(tEes recorded at a depth of 44 feet were attenuated by
a factor of 75 relative to those at the surface. It seems very unlikely

that sonic booms could trigger earthquakes.

In other tests summarized by the ICAO Sonic Boom Panel (16),

the ground response varied somewhat depending on the type of sell

involved, but a general result ef the studies was that induced particle
velocities of about 50 to 5¢0 microns/set (0.002 to 0.02 Inches/set.)

were associated with nomlnal peek pressures of 24 to 240 N/m 2 (0.5 to
5.0 Ib/ft2). This compares to a value of about 150 microns per second

which is associated with the footsteps of a 90 kg (2¢0 ib) man. The
effective areas covered on the ground are, of course, very different;
the boom-induced motions are correlated over distances of the order

• of milesp whereas footstep-induced motions decay within tens ef feet.
Earthquake tremors which are measured with sensitive instruments but

imperceptible to humans are also of this same order of magnitude.
Sonic boom induced particles wlocltles are on the average approximately

two orders of magnitude less than the damage threshold accepted by
the U. S. Bureau ef Mines and other agencies for blasting operations.

Further significant findings of the tests were that the disturbances

were limited to a thin surface layer of the earth and tha_ no evidence of

focusing of seismic energy was observed. Although reports have been
received concerning cracked concrete driveways and broken underground

pipes due te sonic booms, aside from one instance, investigations

produced no sclentific support for such allegations. There have been
reports of landslides and cliff failures attributed to sonic booms.

These reports have not been documented sufficiently well for su_narlzlng
here.

Of particular concern is tile posslb]ity of avalanches being triggered

by sonic booms. Accordingly, a series ef tests has been conducted with
eighteen flights producing nominal peak pressures up to 500 N/m" •
(iO.4 lb/ft 2) over e mountainous, snow-covered area tha= ordinarily has

potential avalanche conditions. During the tests, avalanche hazards
were rated by the U. S. Forest Service to be "low", but it was

possible to release one avalanche with a high explosive projectile
from an avalauncher. Another occurred from an unknown cause. The sonic

booms triggered no avalanches and had ne measurable effect on the

creep behavior of the snow layers in these tests.

}
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In summary, the motion of the ground due to sonic boom excitation

is of relatively small amplitude, The fact that measurable ground

motions exist, taken together with the e_plosive character of air

loading, suggests that avalanches might be triggered by sonic booms
incident on unstable snow accumulations; up to no_, however, no
direct evidence of cause and effsct Is available. From a scientific

point of view, there are and wil! continue to be a large number of

unstable terrain features that could be affeated by ths sonic boom

differently depending upon their degree of instability or particular
structural status.

The cited test series in which sonic booms failed to trigger snow
avalanches were carried out under "low" ava]ancha hazard conditions.

Furthermore, the differences between triggering snow and earth
avalanchsa need to be better understood,

Watsrgurfac_s. In deep water a moving underwater pressure

field accompanies the boom carpet over the surface. The pressure
wave formed just banoath the surface is almost identica_ to that of

the N-wave in air, both in the amount of peak pressure and in wave
form, but it is r_pidly .ttanuated with depth. Furthermore, the

pressure Jumps disappaar and are repl_ced by slowly varying pressures.

It does not seem probable that a pressure field in water could cause
structural damage.

t
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